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RLG 300 UNIT OVERVIEW

RLG 300 is an automation unit that controls an installation for powering any electrical load by 
the mains network or by an auxiliary gen-set in case of mains failure.

It is designed to be easy to install and use, reliable, and provide at the same time the most 
useful information to the end user without being confusing. 

In the front part of the panel there are:
• The AUTO – OFF – MANual selection switch.
• A START button for manual start of the engine.
• A button to switch the load manually -if the engine is started manually.
• TEST button to just start the engine in AUTOmatic mode, without affecting the load.
• Liquid Crystal Display with backlight so the information is visible at all times.
• LED indicators for continuously reflecting the unit's and the engine's state, so there is no 

need to read the LCD all the time.

At the back of the panel there are: 
• Two dip-switches, one used to zero the internal hours-of-operation counter and the other to 

enable or disable the internal voltage and frequency controller from stopping the engine in 
case of error.

• A small trimmer potentiometer to adjust the activation time of the STOP output, used in 
engines that stop with a choke device, an electromagnet that pulls to stop and then must 
release.

• A row of terminals for the connection of the engine's sensors and actuators.
• A row of terminals for connecting the switchover circuitry.
• A fuse, slow acting rated 3 amperes, or 4 amperes fast acting. This fuse protects internal 

circuitry and the outputs:  Fuel solenoid [9] (2,5 Α max),  Alarm [13]  (1 Α max). If greater 
current is needed, an external relay should be used. Start output is protected by the 
external automatic circuit breaker at the plus (+) terminal [5].

User adjustments are almost never needed. The unit chooses the best operating parameters 
taking into account what is connected in its terminals. See Operation in Auto below.

The same unit is suitable for operation in 12V and 24V systems. All the inputs are active low 
(when connected to battery minus), while the outputs are active high. When active, they source 
+12 or +24 volts depending on the batteries. The inputs for the charger, the positive of the battery
and the D+ of the charging alternator, are analog and internally measured. There are also analog 
measurements of the Gen-set output (terminals [23], [24] και [25]). 

In terminals [20] and [21] an emergency stop switch -Normally Closed- must be connected, 
otherwise a bridge must be made there in order for the unit to operate at all.

OPERATION

The mode switch in OFF-RESET position. The unit is not operational, it can not accept Start
commands from the switchover circuitry or the manual START button in its panel. Only the Stop 
output gets activated for the adjusted time and then stays deactivated as well. This position is 
used to unlock the unit when it is stopped and locked by an error in the engine. 

The mode switch in MAN position. The user can start the engine by pressing the START 
button. The starter is engaged for all the time the button is pressed. 

In this position (and only here) the POWER-TO-THE-LOAD button is active. It has two steady 
states, pressed and not pressed. If it is not pressed, the load is connected to the mains even if the 
engine is started manually. If there is no mains, the load will be connected to the gen-set of course.
If this button is pressed the mains is disconnected even if it exists and the load is connected to the 
gen-set, if it is started. 

There is no error detection in this position. The engine does not stop automatically. To stop it, 
the mode switch must go to OFF–RESET.

The mode switch in AUTO position: When the switch is first put in this position, the display 
lights up and shows some useful information. The unit does a voltage measurement to determine 
the battery voltage it is connected to and adjusts accordingly the D+ level to be considered as 



“engine running” voltage. The total hours that the engine has been operating is displayed. The unit
checks if the D+ [16] and the PSL [15] terminals are connected. If any of them is connected a 
minus (-) return is present at its terminal. At least one of them must be connected for the unit to be
able to check engine running status. If none of these terminals provides signal, the unit does not 
activate the starter. The unit checks first for D+ connection, if it is connected, it is used. If D+ is 
not found, oil pressure [15] is used. If a start attempt is made, the unit checks the gen-set's output 
frequency as well, in order to cut the starter and end the start attempts.

RLG300 “sees” the presence of the mains network through terminals [28] and [29].  If mains 
exists, the unit displays the battery voltage and charging current, so an estimation can be done 
about the condition of the battery and the good operation of the charger. 

If there is a mains network failure and voltage is removed from [28]&[29], the unit begins the 
start attempts. It makes up to five of them. If the engine didn't start after the last attempt, the unit 
locks with the message 'ERROR: START FAILURE'. At the same time the display blinks and the 
siren output is activated and deactivated intermittently.

In any case of error lock, the mode switch must go to OFF-RESET for a short time and then 
back to AUTO for the unit to be in normal automatic operation again.

With every start attempt a message:'STARTING 1' 2,3,etc. Is displayed, and in between start
attempts 'WAIT...' is displayed. As soon as the engine starts 'ENGINE RUNNING' is displayed 
temporarily, and then the display shows the G/S's output frequency and voltage (the arithmetic 
mean of the three phases), and the hours counter. Then the unit commands the power relays to 
connect the Gen-Set to the load.

When the mains is restored, the unit connects it back to the load, keeps the engine running for
a while to cool the Gen-Set's windings, and then shuts it off and returns back to idle.

In every case of changeover, appropriate timing is applied so arcs in relay contacts are off and 
the network is balanced.

Error monitoring starts 15secs after the engine has started, so it is possible to protect the 
equipment from great damage. In any error case, the engine stops, the unit locks so the user will 
see witch error took place, indication 'ERROR:' is displayed, followed by the corresponding 
message:

OIL PRESSURE – HIGH TEMPERATURE – BELT BREAK – FUEL LEVEL – G/S VOLTAGE – G/S 
FREQUENCY

The two last error messages can be disabled by setting Dip Switch 1 to ON.

The total time the engine has operated, is measured and recorded with 1 minute resolution. 
This can be reset to zero by setting temporarily Dip Switch 2 to ON, when the unit is in AUTO and is
operating normally -e.g. not locked by an error. This can be used to indicate time from last service.

TEST button: When the mode switch is AUTO, and mains is present, automatic test mode can 
be entered by pressing for 4 secs continuously the TEST button. In this mode the unit starts the 
engine and takes into account everything as it would in normal start commanded by mains failure, 
except that it does NOT switch the load to Gen-Set. The unit does not stop after a while by itself. 
The user must set the mode switch to OFF to exit TEST mode. If during TEST mode a mains failure 
occurs, the unit exits TEST mode and goes back to AUTO. Connects the load to Gen-Set and when 
the mains is restored everything goes back to idle as normal.

Auto operation characteristics
Start delay after mains failure 5 sec Relay switchover time 200 msec

Gen-set relay engage delay 6 sec Cooling time 100 sec

Mains engage delay 15 sec Starting attempt time – wait time 10 sec

Error monitoring delay 15 sec Starting attempts (times) 5
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